All leaders are invited to join MathCON to learn about Georgia's K-12 Mathematics Standards, experience best practices for teaching and learning mathematics, and network with other leaders from across the state!

Register Here - Reserve your spot today!

Daily Sessions Will Provide Opportunities to:

- engage in two days of rich grade-band specific content
- explore specific big ideas from the new Georgia Mathematics Standards
- explore the importance of mathematical modeling and the Standards for Mathematical Practice
- engage and explore important mathematical concepts
- network with others from across the state
- reflect on your learning throughout the day

Keynote:

Marilyn Burns
Mathematics Leader, Author

Panel Discussion:

Steve Leinwand
Principal Researcher, American Institutes for Research
Arlington, Virginia

Dr. Tamara Pearson
Director, Center of Excellence for Minority Women in STEM
Spelman College

Dr. Michael Flynn
Director, Mathematics Leadership Programs
Mt. Holyoke College

June 8 - 9, 2021
8:30 AM - 4:00 PM daily